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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

 

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs tell about the StepMother who jealous 

with the beauty of her stepdaughter that is snow white. The Step Mother kills 

Snow White with a poison apple, a stepmother when disguised as an old lady and 

give the apple to snow white. Snow white fainted forever. Seven dwarfs find 

Snow White lying and crying seeing Snow White does not realize himself the 

seven dwarfs find Snow White in fainted condition. They cry when they are 

seeing Snow White’s condition. 

In other side Sleeping Beauty tells about the story of the king and queen 

had a party for his daughter, invite family, friends, and a fairy godmother. 

Suddenly, the thirteenth fairy comes and angry because the King and the queen do 

not invite her Once there are came seven fairy very angry because not invited, that 

fairy finally gave curse on the princess, after the age of 15 years would needle 

stick spun and passed out many - years. After entering the age of 15 years the 

princess look old grandmother who was sewing and embroidery. The princess 

wanted to embroider and the princess accidentally pricked and sleep for many - 

years. So it came was a prince kissing the princess, and the princess awoke, then 

they marry and live happily ever after. 

Based on the story above, the researcher finds the comparison and contrast 

of plot between Snow White and the seven dwarfs and Sleeping Beauty. The 

researcher finds some evidences that those stories have comparison and contrast 
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between them. The comparison in “Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs” and 

Sleeping Beauty those are: 

A scene of the prince wake up the princess with a way to kiss the princess 

and the same story line deals with the princess sleep for many years.  The contrast 

in Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs in the story Snow White and the Seven 

Dwarfs, the princess fall asleep because she eat the apples from her stepmother 

disguised as an old grandmother, while in the story of sleeping beauty the  

princess asleep caused  by a curse of  a fairy, the curse will occur at the time of 

the anniversary of the princess was 15 years old and at the age of the fingers of the 

princess will be pricked by the needle so that it because the princess asleep. 

 


